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Peter Lappin
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Dianne Lewis and Harold Smith
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Dorothy Marchand
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Linda May
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Stephen Morin
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Margaret Nation
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Patrick O'Malley
Michael O'Neill
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David and Elizabeth Ott
David and Martha Ott
Carol Parks
Michael and Constance Paterno
John Patrick
Andrew Patt
Bob and Barb Payne
Robert and Eileen Perry
James and Rita Phillips
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Ann Marie Kreft and Timothy Ramsey
Carrie Walla Rasmussen
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Mary Rhoads
Dan and Helen Richards
James and Cathi Ritter
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Jeffrey and Bette Roberts
Elbridge Russell
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Lorne and Karen Schneider
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Drs. Regene and Michael Silver
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Alan Sparks
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Russell Stacy, Stacy's Burner Service
Alex and Christine Stevens, Pleasant Mountain Farms
Thomas and Mary Straub
Scott and Christine Sutton
Stultz and Sandy Taylor
Mark and Kelan Thomas
Donald Tomaskovic-Devey
Narciso Torres
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Town of Denmark
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Upper Saco Valley Land Trust members
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We regret if your name was inadvertently left out or not noted as anonymous. Please contact Loon Echo Land Trust at membership@lelt.org and we will make the correction.